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ABSTRACT
Recent inspections of 20 bridges in a highway in The Netherlands revealed that ASR had
affected the concrete . Until then alkali-silica reaction (ASR) was a falher rare
phenomenon. In view of the expected, future importance of tbe maintenance of Dutch
infrastructure, it was decided to start a lang-term monitoring program on tbe decks oftwo
of the bridges. The methods used are essentially non-destructive. The objective of this
investigation is to gain quantitative information on the development afthe ASR attack aver
time. Further the monitoring will be used to evaluate the effects of the applied repair and
proteetion measures . The most promising monitoring methods w ill be used in the
monitoring program ofthe other 18 bridges.

Measurements include internal humidity, intern al and externat deformations, and
temperature. For some measurements new sensors have been devetoped. A modified multiring electrode has been designed to measure the change in conerete resistance as a function
of depth. In this way the effect of drying out of the concrete can be followed. Internal
defonnations are measured by vibrating wire strain gauges which are inserted in drilled
holes extending over the full height of the concrete structure. Monitoring will start
effectively in the beginning of 1999 and will continue until 2001.
During the preparation stage ofthis experimental investigation, an extensive literature
was executed to obtain an overview of non-destructive methods available to study the
effects of ASR and protection methods.
Keywords: ASR, Assessment, Monitoring, Non-destructive testing (NDT), Safety
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INTRODUCTION

During the past years it ha s been fallnd in The Netherlands that dozens of concrete
structures suffer from damage attributed to ASR (Heijnen et al 1996 and Bakker 1999).
Such damage can have various characteristics and it can influence the behaviour cf the
structure in various ways. The influence does not necessarily have to be negative. A1so

positive effects cao oecur. In practice it will in general be a combination ofboth.
Tbe Ministry ofTransport, Public Works, and Water Management is the owner ofthe
major part of all concrete structures wbere ASR bas been diagnosed. About twenty of tbese
structures are bridges in and over bighway A S9 in tbe soutbern part ofTbe Netberlands. It
has been decided to use these twenty bridges to develop an 3ssessment procedure for

concrete structures in Tbe Netherlands (Siemes and Bakker 2000). Tbe basis of this
procedure has been derived from a similar procedure from The Institution of Structural
Engi neers in the UK (ISE 1992). Tbe investigated bridges had ages of about 2S to 3S years.
Most of the bridges were made of reinforced concrete. A few of thern were made of posttensioned pre-stresssed concrete. Two types of cernent have been used: Portland cernent

and Portland blast fumace slag cement. The aggregate was apparently coming from the
river Meuse, but frorn vari ous origios. Various contractors have co nstructed the bridges.
The sirnilarities between the 20 bridges are therefore restricted .
Frorn the investigations on these twenty bridges it followed by means ofmicroscopy on

tbin slices of the concrete that damaging ASR was present. All bridges bad moderate
expansion due to ASR witb typical values of 0.4 to 1.0 °ioo (mmim). Locally bigber values
have been found . Not all ofthem are representative for the ASR process. Incidentally some
other damage has been found such as corrosion aod frost darnage. This incidental damage
was negligible, By coincidence it was however found that in most of these structures an

extremely low uniaxial tensile strength is present (Siemes and Visser 2000). Tbe reduction
of the low uni axial tensile strength exceeded in a strong sense the reduction of about 30 %,
that could be expected on basis of the measured expansion (ISE 1992). In contrary, tbe
com pressive strengtb and the tensile splitting strength were relatively higb.

LOW TENSILE STRENGTH
The low tensile strength had mainly an important effect on the shear capacity of the
bridges . No special shear reinforcement was available. The shear capacity was therefore
fully dependent on the tensile strength of tbe concrete and on occasional reinforcement like

the vertical reinforcement in the sides ofthe decks and the vertical steel supports that bave
been used during the construction to fix the reinforcernent
In the mean time maintenance measures have been taken to assure the safety of the

structures for tbe time being and for the future (Siemes and Bakker 2000). Tbe main
measures to assure the safety of the bridges were:

the redesign of seven critical bridge decks
tbe strengthening of a very weak part in one ofthe bridges
• the application of additional supports under one of the other bridges
tbe reduction of the payload on two of the bridges
• the replacement of a bridge; this has been done on one ofthe bridges where replacement

already had been decided in advance; this replacement has been speeded up
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the research on the shear capacity of parts ofbridge decks with relatively severe ASR;
this research showed a reduced shear capacity (Den Uijl et al 2000).
After measures have been taken to reassure the safety of the bridges, all bridges had to
be secured for the future. Arehabilitation project has recently been started, aiming to stop
the ASR expansion, in an attempt to dry out the concrete. The ingress of water will be
arrested. The water already present in the structure should evaporate gradually. Ta meet
these goals a waterproofing membrane will be applied on top of the concrete deck direct!y
under the asphalt road. On the remaining surfaces of the concrete a hydrophobie treatment
will be applied As the crack propagation is related to the bulk deformation drying out is of
vital importance for the success ofthe operation , The drying is a lang-term process,
The expansion due to ASR is father unpredictable. Expansion tests showed inconsistent
results (Siemes and Bakker 2000), even for individual bridges the expansion tests results
could differ from total disintegration to a little shri nkage. Despite all investigations the
amaunt of damage, the structural effects ofthe damage and the especially the progress in
time rernained uncertain . This irnplies that the structural reliability might become
insufficient. To prevent this, monitoring was considered to be necessary .
The rehabilitation strategy may induce a new risk . Due to drying the ASR expansion
may be lost together with the favourable 'pre-stressing effect' in the concrete due to
restraint caused by the reinforcement. Calculations have however shown that this effect
will be not more than 3 to 5 percent ofthe structural capacity (Den Uijl et a1 2000).

NEED FOR MONITORING OF STRUCTURES WITH ASR
According to the ISE-procedure (ISE 1992) several maintenance measures can be taken
after structural damage has been estabIished in a concrete structure. Depending on tbe
amount of damage this can vary. In the case of very severe damage it is recommended to
demolish and to replace the structure. In case of very moderate damage it is recommended
to monitor the behaviour of the structure. The aim is to establish that the condition of the
structure will not reduce too much. Monitoring can relate to:
structural behaviour, Iike deformations, deflections, cracking and the safety level
• degradation process due to ASR
• the environmental conditions related to ASR
the effectiveness of curative measure or if no measures are taken to control the overall
behaviour.
In the assessment of damage due to ASR both positive effects and negative structural
effects can occur. Whether an effect is positive or negative is often dependent on the type
of structure and its loading. The following negative main aspects should be taken into
account:
• reduction of the strength of the concrete~
reduction ofthe modulus of elasticity;
map cracking and delamination;
• increasing eccentricities; the expansion cf the concrete is in general not homogenaus,
the same applies for the restraint; the resulting forces will therefore in general not work
centric and may lead to instability (such as buckJing);
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increasing stresses in the reinforcement steel~ due to the restraint ofthe expansion the
reinforcement will get as areaction an additional tensile force.
There are however also some positive effects, such as:
additional compressive stresses in the concrete due to the restraint of the ASR
expansion~ these stresses can cause that the concrete will transfer forees through
(former) cracks;
reduction of the modulus of elastieity ; this ean eontribute to the redistribution of
eracking; this has a similar effect as eraeking and delamination.
On basis of the positive and negative effeets of damage due to ASR, the following list
of possible monitoring parameters can be established:
environment (temperature, relative humidity, moist loading, and the presence of alkali)
• presence and development ofthe ASR
• reactivity (formation of gel)
mai sture content in the eoncrete
• eoncrete quality and integrity
• strength and stiffness (eompressive, tensile, shear, torsion, bond)
• cracking: pattern, width, length, distance and depth
• structural behaviour, like stresses, strains, defonnations, dispIaeements and integrity.
Monitoring ean further be done to establish the chemical degradation process or to evaluate
the effeet of repair and protection measures.
Giving the present situation at highway A 59 it was found necessary to get an insight in
the possibilities of non destructive testing (NDT) for monitoring the condition or the
environment of conerete structures with damage due to ASR. F or this purpose a survey has
been made with respeet to:
tbe possible measuring techniques; it has been decided not to restrict this overview to
purely non destructive teehniques, techniques with arestricted amount of damage were
also taken into aecount
• the technical description ofthe methods inc1uding indieations of the restrictions of it
the relevanee of the measuring tecbniques and a selection of the most relevant methods.
Monitoring of structures with damage due to ASR is very complex because it can relate
to a great number of different aspeets, as has been shown before. It has therefore been
expected that many measuring teehniques were relevant. For eaeh individual structure an
evaluation has to be made of the most proper and effeetive teehnique. The review has
however not been directed to straightforward methods such as standard measurements of
the defleetion, the crack width, and so on
Cornprehensive monitoring of existing structures with damage due to ASR has sei dom
been perfonned. In a literature seareh hardIy any papers have been found. The reason is not
quite dear. Possibly this is a eonsequenee of the fact that monitoring of civil engineering
struetures in general is not popular. Further the interest in struetural aspects in relation to
ASR gels little attention. Less than 10 % of all publications on ASR relate to structural
aspeets. Onee structural damage has been established in eonerete structures, it will in
general be very difficult to predict the future behaviour on basis of materials research (für
example expansion tests or mieroscopy). The only reliable method however to establish
the reliability of a strueture with damage due to ASR seems to be monitoring. This has to
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be done in a indirect way , as 00 reliable non-destructive method has been found that
prediets the safe ty level direetl y.
Monitoring th e rehabilitated structures is considered of great importance, bOlb to
monitor the effect iveness of the chosen rehabilitation strategy, as weil as to evaluate the
safety 01' the struetures. For the bridges in the A S9 the following topics are eonsidered of
major interest
What kind of structural deformations are caused by th e continued or reduced ASR
expansion?
Will the concrete actually dry out after repair and how long does this take"
Is the bridge safe"
Due to the low concrete tensile strength and the lack of proper shear reinforcement in
the A 59 bridges the last point is of major interest. Shear failure will most likely result in a
britde eollapse (the bridge either fails er does not fail). No proper wami ng system ean be
used yet for monitoring this process.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Considering the li st of possible parameters for monitoring it can be conc1uded that the
foll owing mai n parameters are of special interest:
the humidity of the conerete (see Table I)
the change of elastic parameters (see Table 2)
the craeking process ofthe structure (see Table 3)
the deformations of the structure (see Table 4)
the displacemeots ofthe structure,

In Table I to 4 an overview has been given (Vi sser and Siemes 1999) of possible
measuring techniques that can be used for monitoring. The tahles also give information on
the advantages and disadvantages of the various methods. This may sometimes be a little
subjective, as objecti ve considerations are not atways available. Besides it must be realised
that the development of these techniques is still going on and di sadvantages may disappear
in the course of time. For measuring the displacements standard methods like surveying,
pendu lum, and infrared techniques are available.
From literature it follows that untit now only a restricted number of techniques, like
UPV (ultrasoni c pul se velocity), AE (acoustic emission), and vibration methods have been
applied . These methods wi ll have the best possibilities with starting ASR, when the
material and structural changes are relatively big. These methods have not been applied
simultaneously . It is therefore difficult to deeide upon the best method. Besides it should
be realised that monitoring of concrete structures is seldorn be done. The practical
experience is therefore li ttl e. It has therefore recommended for the monitoring of the
bridges in the A 59 to start with a pilot projeet where relatively simple methods should be
applied.

For the measuring methods that can be seleeted on basis ofthe development stage (radar
and radiography) it has been advised to extend the study to establish their praetieal
perspective . This cao be done in a study where the methods are engineered ror a practical
application of a concrete structure with ASR. It is however very important to test these
methods far their practical application in a simulation in the laboratory.
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T ABLE 1: Measuring Methods to Detennine Ibe Humidity in Conerete
Method
electrical
rcsistancc

multiple ring
sensors
(clectrical
resistance)
di-electrical
constant
micro-wave
sensors

radar

raruography
Röntgen/Gamma

NMR (nuclear
magnetic
resonance)
infrared
reflection

humidity of
woodcn dowels

·

·

Advantages

\vcll developed

·

·
·
·
·
·
·
··
·
·
·

··
·

simple and cheap

rcasonably dcvelopcd
relatively simple and
cheap
reasonably
unambigious
imaginaI)' and real
signal can be measured
reasonably dcvcloped
relativel)' quick and
simple
not sensitive for salt
and inhomogeneities
reasonably developed
continuous profiles
simultancous image of
the internat part of the
concretc
see radar

·

··
·
··
···

less sensitive for salt
and cracks

weil devcloped
measurements of large
areas
simple

··
·
·
··
··
··
··
··
·
·

Disadvantages

Wlambiliousness is only possible in
homogcneous materials (no cracks or
reinforccmcnt)
profiles are only PDssible in the cover zone
indirect method, thc measurcment is done in
the injcclion grout instead ofthe conerete
restrictcd unambigiousness

still undcr dcvelopment
interpretation still needs a model fOT conerete
inaccuratc with high humidity
measuremcnt restricted to 25 mm
commercial equipmcnt not yet availablc

very spccialised
high initial costs
restricted depth
interpretation problems
see radar
rcquircmcnts wilh respeet to safetv
under development
in-situ application yet experimental
high initial costs

restrieted deoth (vell
onIy superficial measurements
re1ationship between humiruty and cracks
unclear
relative humidity between 85 and 100 %
relationship between humidity wood and the
RV is not unambitious
humidity wood is less than 30 % or rot will
occur
eaeh individual probe has to be calibrated

TABLE 2 : Measuring Methods for Detennining Elasne Parameters in Conerete
Mcthod
UPV (Ultrasonie
Pulse Velocity)
SASW (Spectral
Analysis of
Surface Waves)
vibrations
meehanical
impedance

···
·
··
·

Advantages
well developed
quick and simple
sensitive to loeal changes
gives more infonnation

weil devcloped
very sensitive to chang~s
see vibrations

·

Disadvantages
influences of compression zone and
reinforcement diillcult to eliminatc

··
·· hicl1
·

under development
difficult interpretation

initial costs

difficult with complex geometry

see vibrations
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TABLE 3: Measurement Methods for Cracking
Meiliod
radar

radiography
active acoustic
emission
infra red
rcficction
video-records
passive acoustic
emission

··
·
·
··
·
··
··

Advantages
reasonably dcvcloped
internal struclure can be
detennincd
sec radar
see radar
weIl developed
quick aud simple
low costs
weil developed, simple
low costs
see radar
cracking is dctcnnined

Disadvantages
resolution
very specialised

··
·· see radar
cf cantrast fluid

·
·
·
·
·

lISC

see radar.

on1y superficial cracks
variations in humidity are unelear
only crack patterns aud gel

see radar
• pee-Ioarling ncccssary

TABLE 4: Measuring Methods for Deformations
Advantages

Method
, gauges

holographie
interferomctry

·
··
·
··
· 3D-technique
·

spceklc
eorrelation

·

sec mcchanical gauges

vibraling wire

I gauges
inductivc gauges
strain gauges
gJass Iibre (mul~Dle

Disadvantages

dcvcloped
· local measurement
·• weH
quick simple and chcap

mechanical

rellectors)

Moire method

photogrammclry

sec mcchanical gauges
see mechani cal gauges
man)' simultaneous
mcasurements
2D technique
stress type is determined

·

see mcchanical gaugcs

sec mechanical
· sec
rnechanical ganges
· experimental
and under dcvelopment
· expensive equipment
·· only elastic defonnations
overruled bv comouter simulations
gau~cs

··
·
··
·
·

3D-tcchnique

see holographie
interfcromctrv

Wlder development
under dc\'clopment
rclauvely expensive cquipment
specialiscd
aeeuraey still unc1ear
see holographie interfcrometry

MONITORING THE DAMAGE PROGRESS IN THE A S9
A pilot study was set up tor two bridges with relatively severe ASR damage, to monitor
deformations and moisture effects after repair. The goal was to gain experience on
!imitations and implications of the test methods selected and on appraising and evaluating
the test results. It was decided to da the monitoring on parts ofthe structure with relative
moderate and severe damage due to ASR.
However a reliable evaluation can only be achieved after a lang period ofmonitaring, as
the behaviaur of the structures depends to a large extent on time dependent loading etfects
and influences temperature and moisture. Ta distinguish between these effects and the
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effects of ASR requires the long period, as temperature and moist variations differ from
day-to-day, but also form one season to another.
rhe monitoring program consisted of the following aspects, partly overlapping each
other to give an opportunity for evaluation of the results:
- Measuring dejormatiolls in Ihe (horizontal) plane 0/ reinforcemelll

Four measuring spikes were mounted in a square of 1 x I-meter, at the undersides of the
bridge decks at pI aces with and without ASR damage. By measuring the distance
between these points, small expansions can be measured. The measurements are
performed manually, working above the head. As a result the accuracy is less than was
anticipated, but sufficient for the evaluation.
- Crack measureme11lS

Cracking at the surface can either be a result of drying shrinkage or bulk expansion due
to ASR. Relating this measurement to the before described square, can help to
understand the cause ofthe measured defonnations.
- Vertic:al deformation measurement (perpendicular 10 the reinjorcement)
ASR expa~sions will be most severe in the unreinforced vertical direction in the road

deck. Vibrating wire gauges were fixed in vertical holes in the deck, two in each hole.
The holes were injected afterwards with grout, so the displacement of the gauge is
compatible with the concrete. A gauge consists of a tube with a wire under a certain
tension placed in i1. A coil around the wire causes the vibration during measurements.
The strain can be measured by the resonance frequency response of the wire.

Grout

Fig. 1: Principle and picture of a vibrating wire gauge with cables and mounting
- Sll1lclural deformatiollS

Using a surveyor, horizontal and vertical displacements can be measured, in the middle
of every span, and at each support. These measurements give global defonnations and
expansions ofthe decks.
- Relative humidity and temperalure

Fifty to hundred millimeters from both the top and bottom surfaces as weil as in the
middle ofthe bridge decks, combined temperature/relative hurnidity sensors are placed.
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This measurement must be related to tbe deformation measurements, to distinguish
between temperature, relative humidity and ASR related efTeclS.
- MuWring electrodes
Ta evaluate the effectiveness of the rehabilitation strategy, moisture profiles in the
concrete are monitored . An indirect indication of mai sture content in concrete is its
electrical resistance. Although no exact values of moisture content cao be obtained, the
measurements will provide information on the development of the moisture profile in
time. The multiring electrodes consist in this case of three sets of metal rings; 6 at the
bottom, 2 in the middle and 6 at the top. The eleClrode is placed in a vertical hole, and
injected with a mortar with a lower resistance than the old concrete. Measurements are
made between two successive rings. The injection mortar, which has known properties,
will be in equilibrium with the surrounding concrete. Measuring in the mortar should
therefore be an indirect measurement ofthe surrounding concrete. The thickness ofthe
grout layer should be as small as possible, this will however cause workability
problems. Assessment of the grouting process is difficult.

-=

Positioner
""--.---. - - -

'"

Fig. 3: Prineiple and pieture of multiring eleetrodes with eables

CONCLUSIONS
The first results have only recently become available, therefore it is tao early to evaluate
the measured values. Yet, some conclusions can already be drawn:
Non automatic measuring is time consuming. ]t should be evaluated whether the costs
balance the costs of automation.
Expansion in the plane of reinforcement: measuring above the head leads to inaccuracy
but the results are still useful. Measuring in a laboratory or in practice is different.
• Further research is needed to establish a reliable relationship between the resistance
values measured with the multiring electrodes and the moisture content in the grout and
the surrounding concrete. Important parameters are the geometry of the electrodes, the
thickness of the grout layer, the resistanee of the grout and the conerete, the quality of
the grouting process, the temperature and of course the moisture content.
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Measuring structural deforrnations only makes sense, if the measurements are
perfonned during the same period as the temperature and humidity are measured.

Further these monitoring should be extended over a long period of time to allow for an
unambiguous interpretation ofthe results _ The influence ofthe temperature, the moist
and the loading regime prior to the measurements should be filtered out.
Measurements of relative humidity and temperature sensors can possibly be corrupted
due to condensation of moisture in the meaSurement devices.
These remarks make clear that each measurement method has disadvantages. Coming to
a good monitoring program takes a lot of discussion and evaluation. The lessons drawn

from the pilot will help to get to an improved monitoring plan for the other bridges.
Monitoring of structures is part of the complete maintenance strategy and plan for a
structures. Knowing that a concrete structure suffers from ASR means that the whole
strategy and the resulting maintenance plan have to be re-evaluated. In this way it will be
possible to implement and evaluate the results ofthe monitoring process.
Little has been published about in situ monitoring of concrete structures in general and
especially on concrete structures with ASR . However, quite a lot of structures are
monitored for several years. It would be interesting to leam fonn these experiences.
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